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FIFTH GRADER STRIKES GOLD IN INT’L
GYMNASTICS COMPETITION
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A student-athlete from Southville International School and Colleges (SISC)
won five gold medals at the 8th International Gymnastics Invitational that
took place in Jakarta, Indonesia last December. Tchelzy Mei Maayo of Gr. 5 -
Trustworthiness dominated the women’s artistics Level 5 with victories in the
floor exercise, vault, uneven bars, beam, and individual all-around events of
the 12-and-under category.

For her feat, Maayo was featured by the Philippine News Agency which is the
official newswire service of the Philippine government. The article
summarized her wins at various gymnastic competitions and also her journey
towards the championships. Read how Tchelzy somersaulted her way to
victories by clicking https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1191478.

https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1191478


Senior high school students from STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics) came together and demonstrated the true meaning of
Christmas by holding the “Adopt a Kuya/Ate Program” last December 15,
2022 at Monarchs Park. They distributed noche buena baskets to
maintenance personnel to show how much they are valued.
 
“That was unexpected because we never thought that we would receive a
gift from them,” Kuya Raymon Gallano said in Tagalog in an interview. “It
was their Christmas party, not ours. We were just there to help them clean
out their room, and we did not expect that they would give us a gift. We
also thought that they would give gifts only to maintenance personnel on
their floor. Turns out we were also included in the program that was why I
was shocked.”
 
On the students’ part, Nathan Dichupa of Gr. 11-Competence said, “Gift
giving for the ates and kuyas last Christmas was a fulfilling experience. After
two years of not being able to do so due to safety protocols, it was great to
finally give gifts again. It’s great that we had this program as we involved
most of the students and made Christmas more special for non-teaching
employees. It made me realize that the school Christmas party was also a
day to share our blessings with the people who work so hard to make the
school a better place.”

STEM STUDENTS SHOW SPIRIT OF
GIVING THROUGH ‘ADOPT A

KUYA/ATE PROGRAM’
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INSTITUTIONAL SURVEY LEADS TO
IMPROVEMENT

SISC is a firm believer that educating a child is a collaborative effort
between the home and the school. Just like you, SISC wants what is best for
your child in terms of growing in knowledge and in values. We value parents'
comments and suggestions that improve the learning experiences of a child.

It is in view of our shared goal that SISC is conducting the Institutional
Survey for parents and students. Please answer the Institutional Survey Form
for Parents and Students linked to this bulletin so the school will know how it
is doing and what more it can do to help your children achieve their
potentials and become movers of society. Together, we can make a
difference.

Grade 11-12 students packing the treats for
street children

Grade 11-12 students packing the noche buena
baskets for maintenance personnel

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScFhbwA2SAzJgICuNy1ELsb2hbx1fjz0rdONJBxa8KC_GGwtQ/viewform


We extend our heartfelt thanks to all the parents and guardians who
attended the Parent-Teacher Conference (PTC) regarding your child’s
school performance during the First Term. We appreciate your taking the
time to meet virtually or in-person your child’s class adviser to develop a
shared understanding of how your child can make academic and personal
progress, switching from online to hybrid learning. We look forward to our
continued partnership throughout the remainder of the school year.

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING THE PTC





TOWPEP JOURNAL SURVEY FOR
PARENTS

Dear Parents, 

The Academic Team of SGEN is currently doing a research on the effect of
the Tier One Well-being and Personal Effectiveness Program (TOWPEP) on
the character development of SGEN students. This is part of our
continuous improvement process to ensure that our students achieve our
twin thrusts: Academic and Values Excellence.

Thank you for your time and support to our initiative.

TOWPEP Journal Survey for Parents

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdD5nR_X9hygnHSs0pVahsfSnglQ9KVDlnYrQ6xzUAdhA8tsQ/viewform


SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING
(SEL) CORNER

Please acknowledge that you received the e-bulletin. Acknowledgment of this
email won't require you to submit reply slips. Kindly click the link below:
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